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Cleaning Instructions for ProSeries Moving Blankets

United One Source recommends spot-cleaning for all of our moving blankets, but a few select pads are 
machine washable. To determine if your moving blanket is spot-clean only or machine-washable, please 
refer to the information below. Once your cleaning method is determined, it’s time to wash your moving 
blanket. For spot-cleaning, follow the steps below. Machine-washing can be found near the end of this 
article. 

Spot-Washable Moving Pads
• ProSeries ProChamp
• ProSeries ProMulticolor
• ProSeries ProMover
• ProSeries ProMover XL
• ProSeries ProShield
• ProSeries ProStorage
• ProSeries Mini ProStorage

Machine-Washable Moving Pads
• ProSeries ProWrap
• ProSeries ProFormer
• ProSeries ProCamo (Green)
• ProSeries ProCamo (Pink)

How to Spot-Clean Moving Blankets 
1. Begin by laying your moving blankets on a flat surface such as a table
2. Once the blanket is flat, vacuum away any surface dirt or debris from both sides of the blanket
3. Pre-treat any stained areas with laundry pre-treatment products (OxiClean, Tide, etc.)
4. Once the pad has been pre-treated, fill a large sink or bathtub with cool to cold water and add mild 

laundry detergent to the tub
5. Place the moving blanket in the water and begin to hand scrub gently on both sides as needed.
6. After proper scrubbing, drain the original water and refill the tub or sink with cool or cold water
7. Rinse the blanket in clean water until all of the detergents have left the material
8. Squeeze out any remaining water by hand
9. Hang the blanket and allow it to dry entirely before use 

How to Spot-Clean Moving Blankets 
1. Begin by laying your moving blanket on a flat surface such as a table
2. Once the blanket is flat, vacuum away any surface dirt or debris from both sides of the blanket
3. Pre-treat any stained areas with laundry pre-treatment products (OxiClean, tide, etc.)
4. Add mild laundry detergent to the washing machine and place your moving blanket into the machine
5. Set the washing machine to “gentle cycle” or similar function for 20-30 minutes
6. Remove your moving blanket from the machine, and squeeze out any remaining water by hand
7. Hang the blanket and allow it to dry entirely before use

Disclaimer
In no event shall United One Source be liable for any direct, indirect, punitive, incidental, or unique consequential 
damages to property, whatsoever, arising out of or connected with the use or misuse of our products. 

Questions & Warranty Information
Our customer service team provides live support Monday through Friday, 8 am to 5 pm CST. Please email 
us at customerservice@unitedonesource.com or call us at 1.800.338.6679. 


